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Introduction
Privacy in payments is a feature inherent to the use of cash, but transactional usage of cash is in decline. Cash cannot be used for the increasing share of online transactions, and the share of cash payments at the point of sale is also gradually decreasing. 1 Going forward, transaction privacy may no longer be attainable due to steadily growing market shares of commercial payments platforms that generate datasets with payment histories at the user level.
Commercial payments platforms can monetize user data in multiple ways. They can share data with third parties, who may combine it with data from other sources and use the resulting dataset for marketing purposes or to generate predictions on creditworthiness. 2, 3 Alternatively, without sharing user-generated data, commercial payments providers can employ payments data to cluster users into profiles that, in turn, can be shared with third parties for marketing purposes or could be used for marketing purposes on behalf of those third parties. 4 The effectiveness and profitability of such methods is expected to grow with advances in prediction tools (e.g., machine learning) and increases in computational power and the scale and scope of data gathering. 1 Khiaonarong and Humphrey (2019) report this trend in cash shares for various countries based on aggregate statistics. For national estimates of downward trends based on survey data, see, e.g., Kumar et al. (2018, United States) , Deutsche Bundesbank (2017, Germany) and Henry et al. (2018, Canada) .
2 See, e.g., the Bloomberg (2018) news report, which reads "For the past year, select Google advertisers have had access to a potent new tool to track whether the ads they ran online led to a sale at a physical store in the U.S. That insight came thanks in part to a stockpile of Mastercard transactions that Google paid for."
3 Zhima (aka Sesame) credit, an affiliate of the Chinese Alibaba Group, reportedly uses data from Alipay to determine credit scores (Financial Times, 2018) . 4 Patent applications provide evidence of ample research and development investments of major commercial payment providers in this area; see the excerpts provided in Appendix A.
Lack of privacy in payments can also lead to consequences beyond marketing and credit provision. Credit scores generated in part from payments data are used by governments in "Orwellian" ways. In China, Zhima credit scores determine eligibility for discounts and deposit waivers, while low scores can reportedly lead to punishments such as career restrictions and penalties on asset holdings (CNBC, 2017) . Some have even argued that payments data might someday play a role in China's proposed new "Social Credit System" (WSJ, 2019; Wired, 2017) . Finally, concern that some countries may deny entry to individuals if they know they have purchased cannabis in Canada -even though cannabis is legal in Canadaled the Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada (2018) to advise people to use cash for such transactions. This paper shows that the failure of individuals to preserve their privacy in payments by using privacy-enhancing techniques, such as cash, can lead to socially suboptimal outcomes. In the environments we consider, firms use information extracted during payments of one consumer without privacy-enhancing techniques to cluster potential future customers into groups with different reservation prices. Hence, failure on the part of one individual to preserve his or her information imposes a negative externality on others. In that sense, our approach to modelling privacy in payments is complementary to, but distinct from, the seminal work of Kahn et al. (2005) on the private cost of information disclosure. In the Kahn et al. model, individuals incur a private cost when information is disclosed during payment (modeled as the possibility of the purchase being stolen). Consumers are not given a choice to pay privately in the Kahn et al. framework ; however, if they were, they would choose to use a privacy-enhancing technique if the private benefit exceeds the cost. In our set-up, information disclosure during the payment does not affect the terms and conditions of the current transaction, and the customer does not face any negative consequences from disclosing information during the payment. Our model emphasizes the possibility that individuals may suboptimally choose not to use privacy-enhancing techniques because the cost of foregoing privacy in payments is primarily borne by the rest of society.
Our paper connects to the so-called privacy paradox, which refers to the mismatch between stated preferences for privacy and actual behaviour to preserve privacy (Norberg et al., 2007; Athey et al., 2017) . The literature offers several explanations such as unawareness of the extent of data collection and behavioural targeting and unfamiliarity with privacy-enhancing measures (Acquisti et al., 2016) . Our paper adds an additional explanation by providing a mechanism that leads to differences between the private and social cost of information disclosure: Information disclosed by others allows inference about you. Hence, inference about you occurs regardless of your own choices to protect your information. Moreover, you do not bear the full or any cost of the information you inadvertently reveal about others. Both aspects induce a low willingness to take costly measures to protect privacy.
The notion that there may be a public good aspect to privacy has been noticed by legal scholars (MacCarthy, 2010; Fairfield and Engel, 2015) . Choi et al. (2019) formulate an economic model where a 'nuisance cost' of foregoing privacy appears in the utility function. This cost is assumed to be an increasing function in the number of agents who reveal information, which imposes a negative externality that may lead to too little privacy in equilibrium. Similarly, Kahn et al. (2000) consider the case where a third party derives a fixed utility benefit from learning about a transaction. In both cases, the privacy externality itself is imposed as a model assumption rather than an economic outcome. Our model provides an explicit mechanism that generates a negative externality in the context of privacy in payments. Data revealed by one customer can be used to price discriminate among future customers. Hence, information disclosed during the payment is associated with a negative externality on future customers.
We seek to make these points in a model in which money is essential (Wallace, 2001) .
However, the analysis of privacy in payments in a model where money is essential is complicated by the fact that such a model requires a dynamic structure, so that intrinsically worthless money can have a positive price. The existence of monetary equilibria requires balanced modelling that ensures that agents form rational expectations regarding endoge-3 nous transaction probabilities. 5 Achieving this feature makes it harder to see the tension between private and social benefits and costs to maintaining privacy in payments. As such, in Section 2, we describe a one-period, three-cohort model that can be used to derive simplified versions of the main results. In this model, agents only live one period, and we give money value by including it in the utility function. The money in this model could be interpreted as a commodity money. The results for the one-period, three-cohort model are described in Section 3. Section 4 describes an infinite-horizon, overlapping-generations model, which builds off of the one-period model and justifies a number of assumptions made in the one-period model. Most notably, an assumption in the one-period model that ensures the entire market is served in the absence of price discrimination emerges endogenously in the full monetary equilibrium. In this alternative, dynamic model, money no longer appears directly in the utility function. Agents live multiple periods, and the incentive to acquire money when they are young is to be able to purchase items when they are middle-aged or old (Wallace, 1980; Balasko and Shell, 1981) . Section 5 provides a discussion of policy issues and the potential role of government regulation. Section 6 discusses implications of some alternative modelling assumptions. Concluding remarks appear in Section 7.
One-Period, Three-Cohort Model
The economy consists of equal numbers of three cohorts of agents: young merchants (y), middle-aged consumers (m) and old consumers (o). Young merchants are endowed with two units of an indivisible good that they do not wish to consume themselves but would like to sell for money to the middle-aged and old consumers. Middle-aged and old consumers are each endowed with at least r H > 0 units of money, where r H denotes the highest possible reservation price consumers have for the good. The aggregate endowment of money is denoted by M . 5 See Kovenock and De Vries (2002, pp. 147-149) for an overview of different modelling approaches.
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First, each merchant is randomly matched with a middle-aged consumer and makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer that the consumer can either accept or refuse. Then, each merchant is randomly matched with an old consumer and makes a take-it-or-leave-it offer that the consumer can either accept or refuse.
Middle-aged and old consumers can either have a H[igh] or L[ow] value for the good. A consumer's type s ∈ {H, L} determines her reservation price r s for the indivisible good. 6 The known quantities of types H and L are the same in each age cohort and are given by zn and
(1 − z)n, respectively, where n is the population size of each of the three cohorts of agents and 0 < z < 1. The utility of consumer i in cohort a ∈ {m, o} depends on her consumption c ia ∈ {0, 1} of the indivisible good and her terminal money holdings m ia ≥ 0. 7 A consumer of type s ia ∈ {H, L} weighs consumption of the indivisible good by the reservation price r s , where zr H < r L . Consumer ia's utility is augmented if she chooses to take an action e ia ∈ {0, 1} to protect her privacy during payments. The action involves a private benefit β > 0 and a cost of effort δ > 0. The utility function of consumer i in cohort a ∈ {m, o} of type s ia ∈ {H, L} is given by
Merchants only care about the amount of money they end up with from selling goods.
The utility function of young merchant i is given by u y (m iy ) = m iy . To maximize this amount, merchants seek to price discriminate. Ideally, a merchant would like to charge a price of r H to consumers of type H and a price r L to consumers of type L. However, consumer type is not directly observable. Merchants can, however, profile middle-aged and old customers based on an observable characteristic h ia ∈ {X, Y }, for a = m, o, respectively, that is related to consumer type. Observable characteristics refer to consumer traits that are observable prior to the transaction. These can be things that are physically observed in the case of in-person transactions, either because they relate to the consumer's appearance or because the consumer uses coupons or vouchers that were sent to targeted areas. For an online store, examples of observable characteristics include online profiles or other customer information that can be revealed when customers access websites.
Consider the interaction between the merchant and the middle-aged consumer. The observable characteristic X is associated with all middle-aged consumers of a particular type, and the observable characteristic Y is associated with all middle-aged consumers of the other type. The merchant's problem is that, before making an offer to the middle-aged consumer, the merchant does not know which characteristic is associated with each type, and there is no credible way for consumers to signal their type. The merchant only knows that either of the two associations is equally likely.
The merchant cannot price discriminate against middle-aged consumers based on observable types. However, her interaction with the middle-aged consumers may help her to price discriminate against old consumers. This can happen in two ways. First, by charging the high reservation price to middle-aged consumers, she can learn which observable characteristic is possessed by old customers that are likely to accept a high offer. Second, the merchant can observe the consumer's type, regardless of the amount they pay, if consumers do not act to preserve their privacy in payments when they pay. 8 Either of these methods allows the merchant to discover the relationship between the observed characteristic of the consumer and her type.
Knowledge of the correlation between the observable characteristic and type of the middle-age consumer allows the merchant to imperfectly price discriminate against old consumers. Price discrimination against old consumers is imperfect because we assume that only a fraction 1 − ε, where 0 < ε < 1/2, of old consumers has the same correlation between the observable characteristic and type as the middle-aged consumers. The remaining fraction ε has the opposite correlation. 9 Profiling of old consumers becomes increasingly uninformative as ε approaches 1/2 and closer to perfect as ε approaches 0.
We can now specify social welfare in terms of the total utility of the three generations of agents. Utility is assumed to be linear in money for both merchants and consumers so that the "consumption" of money is irrelevant for social welfare: the money in the utility function of consumers balances out the presence of money in the utility function of the merchants.
As a consequence, we can ignore the distribution of money holdings and write social welfare
where Pr(c im = 1|H) and Pr(c im = 1|L) denote the probabilities that a middle-aged consumer of, respectively, type H and L accepts the offer from the merchant and where Pr(c io = 1|H) and Pr(c io = 1|L) reflect these probabilities for the merchant's encounter with the old consumer.
Results
Middle-aged consumers will not act to preserve their privacy if β < δ -that is, whenever the private benefit to preserving privacy is less than the private cost. However, this outcome may not be socially optimal. Actions taken by middle-aged consumers to preserve privacy benefit old consumers by reducing the ability of merchants to price discriminate against them. So the social benefit to the middle-aged consumers of acting to preserve privacy is greater than the private benefit. Because middle-aged consumers do not fully internalize the social benefit, they may make socially suboptimal decisions.
Suboptimal outcomes occur if the equilibrium that arises when middle-aged consumers take action to preserve their privacy has higher welfare than the equilibrium that occurs when they do not. Below we characterize equilibrium for the two relevant cases, β > δ and β < δ. The difference in social welfare across these two cases can be used to define the social benefit of a subsidy designed to induce the socially optimal outcome.
Equilibrium with β > δ
First, we consider the strategy where merchants quote the same price to all consumers in both encounters. It is optimal for merchants to quote customers a price just below or at their reservation price. So merchants will either quote a price r H or r L . When merchants quote the higher price r H to all consumers, then only type H consumers will accept the offer, and the expected revenue of each merchant equals 2zr H . When quoting the lower price r L to all consumers, then all the offers will be accepted. This will generate an expected revenue of 2r L for each merchant, which is strictly higher since we assumed zr H < r L .
The expected utility of the young merchant when quoting the same price r L to all consumers equals
Moreover, in the absence of price discrimination, social welfare equals
where e = 1 if β > δ and e = 0 otherwise. Note that this strategy maximizes social welfare, because it is equivalent to setting all probabilities in Eq. (1) equal to one.
Second, we consider the strategy where merchants try to differentiate their price quotes in the second encounter after learning the relationship between the observable characteristic and consumer type based on observable behaviour in the first encounter.
If the merchant quotes the lower price r L in the first encounter, then the merchant cannot infer the relationship between the observable characteristics and consumer type from consumer behaviour, because both consumer types react in the same way. So, the merchant can only learn the relationship between the observable characteristics and consumer type when quoting a price larger than r L in the first encounter. If the merchant quotes a price r H in the first encounter, then only type H customers will take the offer. If the customer accepts the offer, then the merchant knows that consumers with the same observable characteristic are of type H. If the customer declines the offer, then the merchant knows that consumers with the same observable characteristic are type L customers.
In the second encounter, the merchant can use this information to quote the higher price r H to consumers with the observable characteristic associated with type H customers, while quoting price r L to consumers with the characteristic associated with type L. The only consumers who will decline the offer in the second encounter are the fraction ε of type L consumers who randomly adopted the characteristic associated with type H customers.
Moreover, a fraction ε of type H consumers, who randomly adopted the characteristic associated with type L customers, will be paying the low price r L . Hence, the merchant's expected utility from price discriminating (D) while consumers act to preserve universal privacy (U) in payments equals
Comparing Eu * y and Eu D,U y gives that, in a situation of privacy in payments, the merchant will price discriminate only if the profiling of consumers is sufficiently precise, i.e., only if
If merchants choose to price discriminate in a situation with privacy in payments, i.e., if ε < θ U , then social welfare will be lower and equals
A social welfare loss occurs as a consequence of price discrimination with privacy in payments for two reasons. First, to learn about the link between consumer profiles and their behaviour, the merchant needs to quote prices that some customers will not accept in the first meeting.
Second, the merchant may quote high prices that some customers will not accept in the second meeting due to imprecise profiling (ε > 0).
Finally, note that the threshold θ U will be negative when the reservation price r H is sufficiently low such that r H < r L (1 + z)/2z. If so, then price discrimination will never occur when transaction privacy is given, regardless of the precision of the profiling technique as indicated by ε. This implies that the minimum level of r H at which price discrimination occurs is lower for higher values of z. In other words, price discrimination may occur with a lower dispersion in reservation prices if a larger fraction of consumers is willing to pay a high reservation price.
Equilibrium with β < δ
Without universal transactions privacy, the merchant receives information on the consumer type in the first encounter once the payment for the consumption good is settled when the consumer makes no effort to protect her privacy in payments. Otherwise, the merchant does not receive this information. The merchant can use the information to infer the relationship between the observable characteristic and consumer type. This information may be used by the merchant to price discriminate in the second encounter.
Would the consumers in the first encounter make an effort to protect their privacy in payments? The information is only disclosed to the merchant once the payment for the consumption good is settled. Hence, the disclosure of information to the merchant cannot adversely affect the outcome for the consumer who makes the payment, although subsequent consumers could be worse off. Moreover, there is a net utility cost of maintaining privacy in payments when β < δ. In other words, individual consumers in the first encounter have no incentives to maintain privacy in payments whenever β < δ, because doing so strictly reduces their utility.
Merchants can follow a different strategy that leads to price discrimination when consumers do not maintain privacy in payments. First, they can quote the low price r L to all customers in the first encounter. They collect information on the consumer type during this first transaction since there is no privacy in payments. In the second encounter, the merchant uses this information to quote the higher price r H to consumers with the observable characteristic associated with type H customers, while quoting price r L to consumers with the characteristic associated with type L. The merchant's expected utility from following this strategy in an environment without universal privacy (W ) is If the merchant chooses to price discriminate without privacy in payments, i.e., if the profiling of consumers is sufficiently precise such that ε < θ W , then social welfare equals
Price discrimination in the absence of universal transaction privacy leads to a welfare loss whenever the profiling of consumers is imperfect (ε > 0).
Price discrimination and profiling errors
Whether price discrimination occurs in equilibrium depends on the accuracy of consumer profiling and whether consumers choose to protect their privacy in payments. Figure 1 summarizes the relationship between price discrimination and the probability of profiling errors ε.
Starting at the right of Figure 1 is the nonempty region θ W ≤ ε < 1/2, where the social optimum is attained regardless of whether consumers protect their privacy in payments. 10
In this region, price discrimination does not occur in equilibrium because the profiling of consumers is too imprecise. Price discrimination is not profitable because the expected 10 The region is nonempty because r L > zr H implies θ W < 1/2. loss in sales from erroneously quoting high prices to consumers with low reservation prices outweighs the potential benefit of earning more on some transactions.
In the middle region, where θ U ≤ ε < θ W , price discrimination only occurs when consumers do not protect their privacy in payments. The equilibrium achieves the social optimum with privacy in payments, but it leads to a suboptimal outcome in the absence of privacy in payments because not all potential win-win situations will lead to transactions between merchants and consumers.
The reason the social optimum may not be achieved in the middle region is that consumers do not internalize the benefit to society of protecting their personal privacy during the transaction. It would be socially optimal if all consumers would maintain their privacy in payments in the first encounter when the net private cost is smaller than the social benefit of each consumer doing so, that is, when
Nevertheless, the consumers choose not to do so during the first encounter because the private net benefit is not positive. Society would benefit from the universal provision of privacy in payments in this region.
Finally, there may be a third region to the left where 0 ≤ ε < θ U . This region only exists when the reservation price r H is sufficiently high such that r L (1/2 + 1/(2z)) < r H < r L (1/z).
In this region, the social optimum will not be attained regardless of whether there is universal transaction privacy.
Overlapping Generations Model
Time is discrete and continues without end. A new generation of n identical three-period lived agents starts at each date t. "Generation t" is young at t, middle-aged at t + 1, and old at t + 2 (the three cohorts from the one-period model). Agents maximize their life-time utility, which depends negatively on the amount of labour to produce consumable goods when they are young and positively on their consumption pattern when they are middle-aged and old. Moreover, as before, agents face a the net private cost (or benefit) of preserving privacy in payments. Agent i from generation t can produce Q it perishable indivisible consumption goods at a utility cost Q it f , but derives no utility from consuming the good. 11 Middle-aged and old agents cannot produce goods but derive utility from consuming them. Each agent has three opportunities to consume a good: one opportunity when middle-aged (referred to as meeting A), and an early and late opportunity to consume when old (referred to as meetings B and C, respectively). Their utility function reads
Preferences of the agents are such that they enjoy consumption more at certain points in their lives. This is indicated by the parameters in the utility function:
The utility cost of production is assumed to be low but positive, and satisfies 0 < f < min{ 1 3 , (b − c)/2}. The assumption f < 1 3 implies that the benefit of consumption in meeting C exceeds the utility cost of producing the consumption good. The assumption f < (b − c)/2 places a restriction on the minimum level of impatience agents have when old.
There is no technology for record-keeping. However, there is a durable, indivisible, nonconsumable good and a transaction technology that allows exchanging the durable asset for the consumable good whenever an offer is made and accepted. We refer to the durable asset as "money." The total money stock is fixed at 4n. At all times, individual agents cannot carry more than three units of money, and the amount agents carry is not observable. 12 11 Throughout this section we use the subscript position to identify a particular individual (i) born at a particular date (t).
12 Lagos and Wright (2005, p . 464) set out the complexities of solving monetary equilibria without constraints on money holdings. Their solution is to make assumptions that lead to a degenerate distribution of money holdings, so all agents hold the same amount of money. An alternative is to resort to finding numerical solutions for the distribution of money holdings (e.g., Molico, 2006) . We opt for an approach where agents can hold up to three units of indivisible money, which allows us to derive analytical solutions in an environment where agents can hold different amounts of money in equilibrium. and h t i,t−2 based on their respective statuses s i,t−1 and s i,t−2 and the timespecific relationships between h t iτ and s iτ ,
Meeting A · Young agent it randomly meets a middle-aged agent; · Makes a take-itor-leave-it offer (or not); · If offer is accepted, the young agent produces a unit of the consumable good for the older agent.
Meeting B
· Young agent it randomly meets an early old agent; · Makes a take-itor-leave-it offer (or not); · If offer is accepted, the young agent produces a unit of the consumable good for the older agent.
Meeting C · Young agent it randomly meets a late old agent; · Makes a take-itor-leave-it offer (or not); · If offer is accepted, the young agent produces a unit of the consumable good for the older agent. 
Figure 2 shows a timeline of the only interactions between agents in the economy. Meeting
A involves a random matching between a young agent and a middle-aged agent. Meetings B and C involve random matchings between young agents and old agents (each old agent has both an early and a late encounter with two different young agents). During each of these meetings, the young agent may make a take-it-or-leave-it offer regarding the number of units of money at which the young agent is willing to produce a unit of the consumable good for the older agent.
The price offers that are received by agent it during the meetings are denoted by p A it , p B it and p C it . Hence, the offer made by young agent it to middle-aged agent j, t − 1 is denoted as p A j,t−1 , etc. Similarly, the amount of money that agent it carries into the meetings when middle-aged and old is denoted as m A it , m B it and m C it , respectively. If an agent accepts an offer, then the young agent will produce the good, a transaction occurs and the older agent consumes the good.
After the meetings, consumable goods and old agents perish. Young agents may inherit one or more units of money from old agents. Money left by old agents is allocated in rounds.
Young agents who own less than three units of money may receive a unit of money in each round. Whenever there are insufficient funds to allocate a unit of money to every eligible young agent, the agents who do not inherit a unit of money are randomly selected. Another allocation round occurs whenever there are funds left. The inheritance that each young agent it receives is denoted as m I it .
The amount of money each agent of generation t accumulates when young determines their lifetime status s it ∈ {H, L}. All agents who accumulate three units of money attain the lifetime status s it = H, and agents who accumulate less than three units of money have a lifetime status s it = L. An agent's lifetime status is not directly observable to other agents.
Instead, at the start of each period t, generations born in periods τ ∈ {t − 1, t − 2} take on an observable characteristic h t iτ ∈ {X, Y }, which is assigned to all middle-aged and old agents depending on their lifetime status. The correlation between s iτ and h t iτ is perfect for middle-aged agents (τ = t − 1) but imperfect for old agents (τ = t − 2) due to ε. The young generation does not know the sign of the correlation, which may be different in every period t.
From the model it follows that a few equalities must hold true in the aggregate. First, the total amount of money that agent it earns and inherits should equal the amount that the agent brings to meeting A when middle-aged. As a direct consequence, it must hold true for any young agent it who meets a random middle-aged agent j, t − 1 and two different random old agents indexed k, t − 2 and l, t − 2, that
for w = 0, 1, 2, 3. Function g t (w) is the density of money holdings for young agents (the wealth distribution). Moreover, since the aggregate money holdings must equal the total quantity of money, and given that young agents are born without any money, it holds true at the start of every period t that
Agents need to decide on their strategies regarding which offers to make during the meetings when young. These strategies may depend on whether offers in previous meetings were accepted as well as on the observable characteristics of the agents they encounter, and which offers they expect and accept when middle-aged and old.
Definition 1 A steady-state Nash equilibrium is defined as the state of the economy where none of the agents can increase their expected utility in Eq. (7) by deviating from their current strategy given the strategies of all other agents and rational expectations regarding the steady-state wealth distribution in Eq. (8), and where the restriction on aggregate money holdings in Eq. (9) holds true. A monetary equilibrium is defined as a steady-state Nash equilibrium in which meetings occur where the consumable good is exchanged for the durable asset.
Non-monetary equilibrium
There exists a steady-state Nash equilibrium where no exchanges of consumable goods for money occur. Young agents do not make any offer to exchange consumable goods for money given that they rationally don't expect any offers when being middle-aged and old.
Middle-aged and old agents have no opportunities to spend their money holdings and keep their money until they die. Young agents inherit those money holdings. The steady-state distribution of money holdings depends on the initial wealth distribution.
Optimal consumption decisions
In a monetary equilibrium, agents need to decide which offers to accept and which to decline when middle-aged and old. The decision for old agents is simple. Since old agents have no further use for money after their last meeting, they will accept any offer that they can afford in meeting C. So, agent it accepts any offer where p C it ≤ m C it when old. Moreover, since agents prefer early consumption when old (c < b), they will also accept any offer that they can afford in meeting B. Hence, agent it accepts any offer where p B it ≤ m B it when old.
Therefore, the reservation price of an old agent depends on the agent's money holdings,
where larger money holdings are associated with a higher reservation price.
The decision to consume is more complicated for middle-aged agents. They prefer early consumption when old above consumption when middle-aged (b > 1), but accepting an offer when middle-aged may affect the ability to pay for consumption when old. The expected utility from consumption when old depends on which offers an old agent with a given amount of money and given status can afford (early, late, or both). For an old agent it with money m B it and status s it , this can be written as
Accepting offers when middle-aged may reduce the probabilities in Eq. (10) 
Whether this holds true depends on the agent's money holdings m A it , the offer under consideration p A it and the anticipated distribution of future offers p B it and p C it given the agent's status s it .
Best social outcome without free goods
The ability to benefit from offers received when middle-aged and old increases in the amount of money collected when young. Young agents face a positive cost of producing the consumable good. Since there is no record of whether an agent has lead a productive life while young, except for the agent's money holdings, young agents will only propose offers where the potential benefits from additional monetary earnings exceed the cost of producing the consumable good. As a consequence, free goods cannot exist in a monetary equilibrium.
Or conversely, any transfer of the consumable good to the middle-aged and old consumers will require at least one unit of money in a monetary equilibrium.
One can ask what the best feasible economic outcome could look like given the restriction that each transfer of the consumable good involves at least one unit of money, while further ignoring the choices made by optimizing agents. Obviously, more goods can be consumed when the price offers received by agents are as low as possible, i.e., if p A it = p B it = p C it = 1 for all it. Moreover, more goods can be consumed when they are consumed early in life: When all agents earn one unit of money when young and directly spend that unit when middle-aged, then this requires n units of money in total. By contrast, when all agents earn one unit of money when young, save that unit when middle-aged, and spend that unit on a consumable good when old, then this requires 2n units of money in total. Finally, exchanges in meeting C are the least attractive, because they require a relatively large amount of money and yield the lowest utility.
Altogether, it requires 3n units of money in total to allow all young agents to earn two units of money and to spend that money in meetings A and B. Given that there are 4n units of money, there is still room to facilitate exchanges in meeting C for half of the agents.
The following lemma describes this economic situation:
Lemma 1 
Social welfare, in terms of the aggregate per-period utility, equals W * = nEu * .
Monetary equilibrium
In what follows, we show that the best achievable social outcome in the absence of free goods in Lemma 1 is a monetary equilibrium conditional on ε being sufficiently large. As in the single-period model, price discrimination may become optimal for a low probability of profiling errors ε. Moreover, the threshold for ε at which price discrimination becomes optimal for young agents will depend on whether agents take action to preserve their privacy in payments in a similar manner. That is, the decision will depend on the private rather than the social costs and benefits of privacy in payments.
Offers without considering price discrimination
We start by showing that it is optimal for a young agent it, who meets a random middleaged agent j, t − 1 and two random old agents indexed k, t − 2 and l, t − 2, to make offers p A j,t−1 = p B k,t−2 = p C l,t−2 = 1 when young agents do not consider price discrimination based on observable consumer characteristics. For convenience, we will drop the subscript of the prices when discussing the optimal offers made by the young agent it (i.e., p A refers to p A j,t−1 , etc.) since the index of the matched agent is irrelevant to the pricing decision.
Start with the optimal choice for the last offer (meeting C). Could it be optimal to offer a price p C l,t−2 > 1? Given the strategies of the other agents, half of the old agents will carry no money and half of the old agents will carry one unit of money at the start of meeting C. So, none of the old agents can accept an offer p C l,t−2 > 1. Would it be optimal for the young agents to make offers when their money holdings are smaller than three? Producing the consumable good costs f . Given the strategies of other agents, one unit of money will facilitate buying a consumable good when middle-aged or old, which yields at least utility c > f (there is no chance of receiving an inheritance because all agents spend all their money during their lifetime). Hence, it is optimal to offer a price p C l,t−2 = 1 in meeting C whenever cumulative earnings from meetings A and B are less than three. Now consider the optimal choice for the second offer (in meeting B). Could it be optimal to offer a price p B k,t−2 > 1? Again, since all agents have spent one unit of money in meeting A, no agent is expected to have sufficient funds to accept an offer p B k,t−2 = 3. Moreover, agents who started with three units of money would accept an offer of p B k,t−2 = 2 because b > c.
Suppose that the young agent earned one unit of money in meeting A. If the offer p B k,t−2 = 2 is accepted, which occurs with 50 percent probability, then the agent ends with three units of money by producing only two goods. If the offer is not accepted, then it would be optimal to offer a price p C l,t−2 = 1 in the next meeting, which would lead to a 25 percent probability of earning two units of money when young (facilitating consumption in meetings A and B) and a 25 percent probability of ending up with one unit of money (facilitating consumption in meeting B only). Altogether, the expected utility derived from this strategy
which is less than Eu * since f < 1/3. Moreover, suppose that the agent earned no unit of money in meeting A. In this situation, there is a 50 percent probability that the offer p B k,t−2 = 2 will be accepted and a 50 percent probability that the offer p C l,t−2 = 1 will be accepted. The expected utility of this strategy is 1 2
which is also less than Eu * since f < 1/3. Since f < 1 2 (b − c), this is also strictly less than the expected utility of earning no money in meeting A and subsequently offering p B k,t−2 = 1 and p C l,t−2 = 1, which gives (b − f ) + 1 2 (1 − f ) < Eu * . In summary, regardless of how much the agent earned in meeting A, it is optimal to offer p B k,t−2 = 1 in the second meeting.
Finally, we consider the optimal choice for the first offer (in meeting A). Could it be optimal to offer a price p A j,t−1 > 1? No middle-aged agent would accept an offer p A j,t−1 = 3 because agents prefer to consume when old in meeting B. A middle-aged agent with two units of money would not accept an offer p A j,t−1 = 2 for the same reason, but an agent with three units of money would accept an offer p A j,t−1 = 2 because they prefer to consume in meetings A and B rather than in meetings B and C since 1 + b > b + c. If the offer p A j,t−1 = 2 is not accepted, then it would be optimal for the young agent to offer prices p B k,t−2 = 1 and p C l,t−2 = 1, which leads to a 50 percent probability of earning one unit of money and a 50 percent probability of earning two units of money as discussed above. If the offer p A j,t−1 = 2 is accepted, then it is optimal to offer p B k,t−2 = 1, which ensures earning three units of money while producing only two goods. Altogether, the expected utility of offering p A j,t−1 = 2 is the same as that in expression (12), which is less than than Eu * . Hence, an offer of p A j,t−1 = 2 is not optimal. Could it be optimal to make no offer in meeting A? As we have seen, it is then subsequently optimal to have p B k,t−2 = 1 and p C l,t−2 = 1, which yields a lower utility than Eu * . In summary, it is also optimal to offer p A j,t−1 = 1 in the first meeting.
This concludes the argument that it is optimal for young agents to set p A j,t−1 = p B k,t−2 = p C l,t−2 = 1 if young agents do not consider price discrimination based on the observable characteristic h t iτ .
Price discrimination with privacy in payments
All agents act to preserve their privacy when β > δ. The status of an agent it, s it , is therefore not revealed when making a payment. However, it is still possible for young agents to learn the status of customers based on their purchasing behaviour.
Young agent it observes the characteristic of the middle-aged agent, h t j,t−1 , in meeting A, but they do not know how it is correlated with that agent's status, s j,t−1 , at date t. As derived above, the middle-aged agent will accept an offer p A j,t−1 = 2 when m A j,t−1 = 3, and, hence, s j,t−1 = H, but not when m A j,t−1 < 3, and, hence, s j,t−1 = L. So, young agents could try to learn the relationship between the observable characteristic h t j,t−1 and status s j,t−1 by making an offer p A j,t−1 = 2. Is it optimal for young agents to do so given that they may benefit from price discrimination in subsequent encounters?
We established that none of the agents has funds to accept an offer p C k,t−2 > 1. So, a young agent may only benefit from price discrimination in meeting B in cases where those with initial balances m A k,t−2 = 3 (i.e., s k,t−2 = H) still have two units of money and those with initial balances m A k,t−2 = 2 (i.e., s k,t−2 = L) still have one unit of money. Young agents could aim at offering a high price p B k,t−2 = 2 to old agents profiled as bearing status s k,t−2 = H.
If the young agent decides to offer p A j,t−1 = 2, two potential outcomes may occur, each with probability 1/2. First, the offer of p A j,t−1 = 2 may be accepted when the young agent meets a middle-aged agent with status s j,t−1 = H in meeting A. In this situation, it is optimal for the young agent to make an offer of p B k,t−2 = 1 in meeting B -which will certainly be accepted -and no offer in the third encounter.
Second, the offer of p A j,t−1 = 2 may be rejected because the young agent meets a middleaged agent with status s j,t−1 = L. The young agent can then infer which observable characteristic h t k,t−2 tends to be associated with status s k,t−2 = L. If the old agent encountered in meeting B bears that same observable characteristic, then the young agent makes an offer p B k,t−2 = 1. This offer is accepted not only by old agents with status s k,t−2 = L, but also by the fraction ε of old agents with status s k,t−2 = H who are incorrectly profiled as poor customers based on the observable characteristic. If the old agent encountered in meeting B bears the other observable characteristic, then the young agent infers that the old agent is likely to have status s k,t−2 = H and makes an offer p B k,t−2 = 2. This offer will be accepted only if the old agent's status is indeed s k,t−2 = H, which, given the wealth distribution, 23 occurs with probability 1 − ε. Regardless of the outcome in meeting B it will be optimal for the young agent to make an offer p C l,t−2 = 1 in meeting C.
Altogether, the expected utility of deviating to the price discrimination strategy with privacy of payments is
Comparing the levels of Eu D,U and Eu * gives that price discriminating in a situation with privacy of payments is only optimal whenever the profiling error ε is sufficiently small; i.e.,
This result is summarized in the following proposition:
Proposition 1 The economic situation described in Lemma 1 is a monetary equilibrium whenever it is privately optimal for agents to preserve privacy in payments (i.e., β > δ) and
profiling errors are sufficiently large (i.e., ε ≥ θ U ).
Price discrimination without privacy in payments
When β < δ, none of the agents acts to preserve their privacy. As a consequence, it is possible for young agents to learn the status of the agents in meeting A whenever a payment occurs.
This allows young agents to deviate to a new strategy where they offer p A j,t−1 = 1, learn the period t relationship between s iτ and h t iτ from the payment of the middle-aged agent in meeting A, and then use this information to price discriminate against old agents in meeting B at the risk of making a profiling error because of the imperfect correlation due to ε. As before, practicing price discrimination can only result in additional money for a young agent in meeting B because no agent will accept an offer p C l,t−2 > 1.
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The offer of p B k,t−2 = 1 to agents with the observable characteristic associated with s k,t−2 = L will be accepted by old agents who have status L and the fraction ε of old agents who have status H and are incorrectly profiled as having status s k,t−2 = L. The offer of p B k,t−2 = 2 to an agent who is profiled as having status s k,t−2 = H is only accepted by old agents who truly have status s k,t−2 = H. The young agent benefits from collecting a total of three units of money with effort 2f if an offer of p B k,t−2 = 2 is accepted. If the offer is declined, then there might still be a possibility to sell a second good to an old agent in the third encounter.
Hence, the expected utility of this strategy is
Comparing the levels of Eu D,W and Eu * reveals that price discriminating without privacy of payments is only optimal when the profiling error is sufficiently small; i.e., ε < θ W , where
This result is summarized in our second proposition:
Proposition 2 The economic situation described in Lemma 1 is a monetary equilibrium whenever it is privately optimal for agents not to act to preserve privacy in payments (i.e., β < δ) and profiling errors are sufficiently large (i.e., ε ≥ θ W ).
Welfare and price discrimination
Lemma 1 shows that any monetary equilibrium that does not involve young agents offering p A j,t−1 = p B k,t−2 = p C l,t−2 = 1 must be inferior from a welfare perspective. Moreover, any form of price discrimination must involve potential transactions at a price of more than one unit of money. Hence, any equilibrium that involves price discrimination is inferior from a welfare perspective relative to the economic situation described in Lemma 1. Whether a 25 socially inferior outcome occurs depends on whether agents act to preserve privacy in payments and on whether the probability of profiling errors ε is sufficiently small. In particular, price discrimination will occur when consumer profiling is less precise if there is no privacy in payments. This result is expressed in our third proposition:
Proposition 3 The range of ε for which the best achievable social outcome corresponds to a monetary equilibrium is smaller when agents do not act to preserve their privacy.
Proof. Proposition 1 shows that the economic outcome described in Lemma 1 is a monetary equilibrium when ε ≥ θ U and agents act to preserve their privacy in payments. Proposition 1 shows that the economic outcome described by Lemma 1 is a monetary equilibrium when ε ≥ θ W and agents do not act to preserve their privacy in payments. Appendix B shows that θ U < θ W . Hence, the best achievable social outcome in the absence of free goods is a monetary equilibrium for a smaller range of ε when agents do not act to preserve their privacy. Figure 3 summarizes the results regarding the feasibility of the economic outcome described in Lemma 1 for two key parameters in the model: the probability of profiling errors based on observable data, ε, on the horizontal axis and the net private benefit of privacy in payments, β − δ, on the vertical axis. 13 Moving along the line from past to present illustrates two trends over the past decades that are likely to continue going forward.
Policy
The first trend is the increasing cost of maintaining privacy in payments that has resulted from the expansion of ecommerce (in general, one cannot order goods online using cash), improvements in digital payment methods, such as contactless payments, which reduce processing time at point of sale, and reduced acceptance of cash. These factors have led to a • present
• past socially optimal monetary equilibrium feasible socially optimal monetary equilibrium not feasible reduction in the private net benefit of privacy in payments from pre-ecommerce revolution levels to the current day.
The second trend is the enhanced ability to profile consumers. This enhanced ability results from the progress in prediction techniques and computational power, the increase in the scale and scope of data gathering and the enhanced ability to manage and combine big datasets. These developments reduce the amount of errors in attempts to profile consumers, leading to reductions in ε and a movement to the left of the past situation.
Continuation of these trends may lead the economy into a situation where the optimum level of consumption may no longer be feasible, as shown in Figure 3 . Such an outcome would involve price discrimination where firms use payments data to predict consumers' willingness to pay from observable consumer data, such as address information and online profiles.
There are several policies that could promote privacy in payments among consumers and hence avoid undesirable outcomes. One option that could, at least temporally, reduce the cost of privacy in payments is the promotion or subsidization of cash use. Naturally, such policies would require a careful balancing of all social costs and benefits of cash usage (Rogoff, 2016; McAndrews, 2017) . However, such a policy leaves the net private benefit or cost of maintaining privacy unchanged for the increasing share of online purchases. 14 Another option is the promotion of electronic cash. Transactions using electronic cash would differ from payments using methods facilitated by today's mainstream commercial payments providers in the sense that it would be impossible for any commercial parties to track payments of individuals. Electronic cash could rely on privacy-enhancing techniques where information such as the identity and characteristics of the payer remain shielded from commercial parties such as the payee, the providers of the payments infrastructure and financial institutions. Arguably, electronic cash could be issued by a commercial party (e.g.,
the Digicash initiative of Chaum, 1985; 1992) , in a decentralized collective (e.g., cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin of Nakamoto, 2008) or by a central bank. Each of these variations has its own costs and benefits in terms of providing privacy in payments. Of course, a prerequisite for electronic cash to have an impact is that it has the ability to preserve privacy in payments while also allowing consumers to trust the technique (Kahn, 2018) . Moreover, for electronic cash to reduce the costs of privacy in payments, δ, it needs to be widely adopted and accepted.
In discussions on electronic cash, it is often conjectured that the government will need some possibility to access payments data in order to protect society and enforce criminal law (e.g., after the court issues a warrant). Others focus predominantly on the risks of foregoing privacy in payments with respect to the government, as has been raised in relation to China's Social Credit System. It is possible that both these concerns can be addressed without government or the private sector having full information about payments. If commercial parties were to provide the front-end to government-issued electronic cash, then the processing of payments and storage of payments data could be designed such that the reconstruction of someone's payments history would require data disclosure by both the government entity and the commercial entity.
A third policy option is to counter the declining trend in ε. A government could limit the availability of data on observable characteristics by carefully weighing privacy concerns when releasing populational statistics (Abowd and Schmutte, 2019) and by imposing privacy regulations (e.g., the General Data Protection Directive in the European Union). However, the path to effective privacy regulation is filled with obstacles, and it is not clear how long the journey will take. For example, since privacy is a public good, one cannot simply assume that a consent-based approach will lead to socially optimal choices of privacy. Even with good privacy regulations there can be security breaches that undermine their effectiveness.
Ultimately, slowing the trend in ε may prove difficult, because success requires countering advances made in the areas of computing and prediction techniques that are constantly evolving.
The mechanism in the present paper illustrates a positive externality of privacy in payments. More data-sharing may in certain situations also lead to more efficient outcomes.
One could think, for example, about situations where information allows producers to help consumers make better choices (Ichihashi, 2019) or where data is used to construct credit ratings that could potentially improve the allocation of credit (Pagano and Jappelli, 1993) .
Discussion

Bargaining power for consumers
Market power is essential for price discrimination. Privacy in payments, and privacy more generally, prevents young merchants in the model from exploiting situations in which they have market power. Since the young agents have all the bargaining power in the model, one may consider the economic framework in the present paper as a relatively extreme case where all retailers in the economy have monopoly pricing power.
The main results are unchanged in a more balanced specification of the model where bargaining power is distributed more evenly between merchants and customers. In particular, we explored a setting where a coin toss decides whether a new agent i has all bargaining power when young, or whether it will be the middle-aged and old customers who will make a take-it-or-leave-it offer to the young agent i. This alternative specification does not change the equilibrium conditions for the economic situation in described Lemma 1. In particular p A j,t−1 = p B k,t−2 = p C l,t−2 = 1 will still be an equilibrium whenever ε is sufficiently large with exactly the same thresholds θ U and θ W . The bargaining power does not allow middle-aged and old consumers to improve upon the unit price, so they will offer to pay a unit price for the consumable good in each meeting. The sole difference is that only the proportion of young merchants who received bargaining power based on the coin toss will be inclined to deviate from the equilibrium strategy by price discriminating if the probability of profiling errors is sufficiently small.
Increasing the quantity of money
One may be tempted to believe that the reason exchanges do not occur in every meeting in the monetary equilibrium described in Lemma 1 is a lack of money. This is not the case.
Rather, some scarcity of money is needed to achieve the consumption gains that are realized in the monetary equilibrium without price discrimination. Rational behaviour requires the young merchant to be sufficiently uncertain about the money holdings of old agents in meeting B in order for any consumption to occur as a consequence of encounters in meeting C. If all middle-aged agents were able purchase a good for one unit of money and were to enter meeting B with two units of money when old (this would be a feasible outcome with an aggregate quantity of money of 5n), then each of the young merchants could simply make a take-it-or-leave-it offer of two in meeting B. All old agents would optimally choose to accept this offer. As a consequence, old agents would run out of money after accepting the offer in meeting B, and no consumption would occur in meeting C. Hence, increasing the quantity of money does not necessarily lead to an outcome with higher levels of consumption.
Credit arrangements
Credit arrangements cannot improve the allocation in the model. Middle-aged and old agents have nothing to offer to young agents besides money, since agents in the model can produce and sell goods only when young. As a consequence, there is no way that they could return a favour that was granted on credit unless they already had money to pay for the favour in the first place.
Concluding Remarks
Privacy is a public good in our model because it protects consumers from price discrimination. Consumers do not have to contribute to provide this public good. It is not like national defence or a public park. Rather, they have to take costly actions to preserve it.
In that sense privacy is like clean air. This analogy is not perfect in our model because the actions that agents in our model take to preserve the protection against price discrimination only help others. That is, if an agent in our model fails to protect her privacy, she herself is not price discriminated against. Rather, price discrimination occurs to other customers based on observable characteristics. This is not an essential feature of our model, however.
We could have allowed individuals to make repeated transactions with the same merchant.
It simply was not necessary to make our general point, which is that information collected from one consumer may reveal something about other consumers with similar observable characteristics that can be exploited by retailers. The private costs of individuals failing to protect their privacy will be less than the social costs as long as some of the cost associated with each individual's failure to preserve their privacy is borne by others.
We contend that the increased speed and convenience of commercially provided digital payment options, which reduce the private incentives to protect privacy in payments, together with advancements in big data processing, not only promote price discrimination, but also lead to a reduction in social welfare. The notion that price discrimination decreases social welfare may seem surprising. This result arises in our model for two reasons. First, due to unavoidable errors in customer profiling, retailers will mistakenly quote high prices to some customers who have low reservation prices. As a consequence, some transactions that would increase social welfare do not occur. This first effect particularly hurts the agents in the model who have less money. Second, price discrimination reduces the purchasing power of agents who earn more money, which results in a lower overall level of consumption and also weakens incentives for young agents to earn money in the first place.
One remedy to the current trend in declining privacy in payments would be the widespread adoption of a digital cash substitute that offers users a similar level of privacy in payments as physical cash. Decentralized cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin meet some of the privacy requirements but have other features, such as costly proof-of-work transaction validation or scalability issues, that may limit their usefulness as a universal cash substitute. Other solutions include the addition of privacy features to conventional private-sector payment platforms. Tokenization (e.g., Apple Pay) is a step in this direction, but it only provides privacy from the retailer and the provider of the payment infrastructure. It does not provide privacy from the credit card company. As such, the risk that payments data might be exploited remains. The epigraph to this article includes an assertion by IMF Managing Director Christine Lagarde that privacy in payments cannot be provided by the private sector. A compelling reason for a public solution is that the government has no profit incentive to exploit payments data. This unique feature of payment instruments provided by central banks may become increasingly important as private-sector alternatives, such as Facebook's initiative to launch an electronic payment instrument called Libra (Bloomberg, 2019) , begin to gain momentum.
"Node 204 may supplement received data (...) with third party data sources. For example, a third party data source may provide customer credit scores, social network histories (which include any information a social network may gather regarding a consumer, for example, posted messages, approximate age and gender of spouse, children and other members of household, pictures, past consumer geographic locations, patterns of past consumer geographic locations, propensity to engage in risky behaviors and the frequency of engaging in the same, marital status, substance use history, dating history, education level, present and past health status including disease status), public records, consumer transactions conducted using alternate payment systems, consumer health status, and any other data relating to consumers who may appear in the internal data." Visa (2018) : "Systems, apparatus, and methods for determining incentives based on consumer history. When, how, and to whom incentives are sent can be determined. For example, an incentive can be sent to a consumer to encourage a transaction at a time when the particular consumer is predisposed to initiate the transaction. Also, an incentive for a transaction can be sent to a consumer when that transaction has a high likelihood of leading to other transactions."
Appendix B Proofs
Proof that θ U < θ W in the dynamic model Proving that this quantity is smaller than θ W is sufficient to prove θ U < θ W . Using the expression for θ W , this is equivalent to proving (6f + c − 1)(1 + 2c − f ) < (c + f )(2 + 2c).
This expression holds true, because rewriting gives
